Flippit TM English
Using jumbo alphabet cards and a knack for flipping, children earn points by
spelling words. Choose any word you want to spell, from the top of your head
or from your school spelling list. Find the matching letter cards that spell the
word from the deck of cards. Shuffle the selected cards, then lay them face
down in a row. The cards are now flipped and repositioned, much like the
game of solitaire. The more cards you can flip before getting stuck, the more
points you win!
To learn how easy it is to play, let’s try to spell FROG, following the images for
guidance.
1• Find the 4 matching letter cards in the deck that spell the word frog; an F,
an R, an O, and a G.

2• Shuffle the 4 cards and lay them FACE DOWN as shown.

3• Pick any one of the 4 cards and Flippit™ over. Let’s say you flip over the
2nd card and the R is revealed. Because the R is already in its correct spelling
position, it cannot be repositioned so your turn is over. In this case, you
receive 1 point and the cards are passed to the next player. If you are playing
alone, reshuffle the cards and try again!
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4• But let’s say you flip over the 2nd card and the F is revealed. Then you
would place the F card ON TOP OF, and FACE UP in its correct position when
spelling the word FROG.

5• The card UNDER the F is then flipped and moved to its proper position when
spelling the word FROG. Continue flipping and repositioning the letter cards
until you cannot position a card on top of a face down card, or until you
complete the word FROG.

Points are tallied for each correctly positioned letter card before passing the same
cards to the next player. Each player has a turn at spelling the word FROG. At the
end of each round, a new word is chosen and Flippit™ fun begins all over again!
WIILD CARDS
Use this card to replace any missing letter, such as an L in lollipop!
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